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Rigidity-induced scale invariance in polymer ejection from capsid
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While the dynamics of a fully flexible polymer ejecting a capsid through a nanopore has been extensively
studied, the ejection dynamics of semiflexible polymers has not been properly characterized. Here we report re-
sults from simulations of ejection dynamics of semiflexible polymers ejecting from spherical capsids. Ejections
start from strongly confined polymer conformations of constant initial monomer density. We find that, unlike
for fully flexible polymers, for semiflexible polymers the force measured at the pore does not show a direct
relation to the instantaneous ejection velocity. The cumulative waiting time t(s), that is, the time at which a
monomer s exits the capsid the last time, shows a clear change when increasing the polymer rigidity κ. Major
part of an ejecting polymer is driven out of the capsid by internal pressure. At the final stage the polymer es-
capes the capsid by diffusion. For the driven part there is a cross-over from essentially exponential growth of t
with s of the fully flexible polymers to a scale-invariant form. In addition, a clear dependence of t on N0 was
found. These findings combined give the dependence t(s) ∝ N0.550 s1.33 for the strongly rigid polymers. This
cross-over in dynamics where κ acts as a control parameter is reminiscent of a phase transition. This analogy is
further enhanced by our finding a perfect data collapse of t for polymers of different N0 and any constant κ.
PACS numbers: 87.15.A-,82.35.Lr,82.37.-j
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to advances in biosciences the behavior of macro-
molecules such as DNA and proteins has been under intensive
study over the last two decades. Living cells rely heavily on
these biopolymers, which are transported through membranes
via various processes. The escape of DNA and RNA from vi-
ral capsids is one of the most important such transportation
processes. Viruses work by injecting their DNA or RNA to
the host cell. A multitude of viruses store their genome inside
a more or less spherical shell and eject it to a host cell through
a pore or a syringe. Some well-known examples are the T4
phage, the T7 phage and the λ phage.
Neither biological nor theoretical perspectives of the mech-
anisms of packaging, activation, and release of DNA from
viral capsids are thoroughly understood [1, 2]. The motiva-
tion to understand fundamentals of this process is further en-
hanced by its potential applications in drug delivery and gene
therapy [3]. Recently significant advancement was made in
artificially storing data in DNA [4]. This could open up pos-
sibilities for storing human-generated data into capsids from
where it could be retrieved by using sequencing techniques.
The field of biopolymer dynamics has inspired physicists,
since it provides complex and theoretically challenging prob-
lems to study. Accordingly, also capsid ejection of polymers
has been the subject of a number of theoretical treatments [5–
9]. These theoretical treatments have been accompanied by
a multitude of studies using computer simulations [10–16].
These studies have addressed the ejection of fully flexible
polymers and as such provide important information on the
fundamentals of ejection dynamics. The results obtained from
them have relevance to viruses containing RNA, such as po-
lio virus [17], or single stranded DNA that eject their genome
through a pore.
∗ Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: riku.linna@aalto.fi
Semiflexible polymers have received considerably less at-
tention in both theoretical and computational studies of cap-
sid ejection [11, 12, 16, 18, 19]. The double stranded DNA
(dsDNA) shows resistance to bending, which in some cases
of polymer dynamics does not change the characteristics ap-
preciably from those of the fully flexible chain [20]. However,
taking into account the bending rigidity of the dsDNA is very
important in cases where confined geometries are involved. In
dsDNA ejection it is essential, since the size of viral capsids
is typically of the same order as dsDNA’s persistence length
(∼ 50 nm [21]).
Here, we study the ejection of semiflexible polymer chains
from a spherical capsid. Computer simulations are performed
using our implementations of stochastic rotation dynamics
and Langevin dynamics. It has been observed that in vivo, the
temporal aspects of the process are governed by long pauses
throughout the ejection [22]. Mahalik et al. were able to
reproduce this in simulations of semiflexible polymers [16].
They also explained that the ejection speed is directly related
to the angle of incidence to the pore. While the friction of the
pore has an indisputable effect on translocation in real biolog-
ical systems, in this paper, which is the third in the series of
papers investigating capsid ejection for different relevant set-
tings, we focus on the underlying general ejection process. In
order to do this we have reduced the pore friction by imple-
menting a pore that has a smooth geometry.
Using our general simulation model, we will study the ejec-
tion process for polymers of different bending rigidity. In our
previous studies on capsid ejection of flexible polymers we
showed that the ejection dynamics is governed by the force
the polymer beads inside the capsid exert on the bead at the
pore entrance [14, 15]. As will be seen, this result cannot be
generalized to semiflexible polymer chains.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we describe
the used computational models and methods. Results are pre-
sented in Section III. Here, we first give account of how poly-
mer packaging rate affects ejection in III A, after which we
evaluate the contribution to dynamics coming from the trans
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2FIG. 1. (Color online) Snapshots of capsid ejection simulations at the
start of the simulation (left), halfway through translocation (middle),
and in the end (right). Top row: flexible chain (κ = 0). Bottom row:
semiflexible chain (κ = 20). Polymer length N0 = 400 and initial
monomer density ρ0 = 0.826.
side, i.e. outside the capsid. Measurements of ejection times
and pore force are reported and analyzed in III C and III D,
respectively. The central results and analysis of the cross-over
of ejection dynamics with increasing polymer rigidity is given
in III E. In Section III F we show that the measurement data
describing ejection dynamics of polymers of same rigidity but
different length can be made to collapse onto a single curve.
Results and conclusions are summarized Section IV. The main
result of the present study is the observation that ejection dy-
namics enters a scale-invariant regime as polymer rigidity is
increased.
II. MODELS AND METHODS
Here we present the computational model used in this study.
For the polymer we use a coarse grained beads-and-springs
model with excluded volume interactions. The polymer is im-
mersed in solvent modeled via stochastic rotation dynamics
(SRD) which can be used to simulate hydrodynamical inter-
actions. In addition to SRD, we use the computationally more
effective Langevin dynamics to create initial conformations
and measure pore force. The capsid is modeled as rigid walls
with slip and no-slip boundary conditions for the polymer and
the solvent, respectively. The simulation geometry and snap-
shots of an ejecting polymer are depicted in Fig. 1 for poly-
mers of different persistence lengths.
A. The polymer model
The polymer is a chain of point-like beads where each sub-
sequent pair of beads is connected with the finitely extensible
nonlinear elastic (FENE) potential
UF = −K
2
r2max ln
(
1−
(
r
rmax
)2)
, r < rmax. (1)
Here r is the distance between the two subsequent bead and
K and rmax are potential parameters. Between all polymer
beads we have the shifted and truncated Lennard-Jones (LJ)
potential that accounts for the excluded volume interactions
ULJ =
 4.8
[(
σ
rij
)12
−
(
σ
rij
)6 ]
+ 1.2 , rij ≤ 6
√
2σ
0 , rij >
6
√
2σ
,
(2)
Here rij is the distance between beads with indices i and j.
The potential is non-attractive everywhere and therefore mod-
els a good solvent. The parameters for the polymer poten-
tials are chosen as σ = 1.0,  = 1.0, K = 30/σ2, and
rmax = 1.5σ in reduced units.
To model bending rigidity we use the total bending poten-
tial of the form
Ubend = −κ
∑
i
(ri+1 − ri) · (ri − ri−1) , (3)
where the parameter κ defines the strength of the bending po-
tential so that persistence length grows with κ. In other words
the potential resists bending and has its minimum when the
polymer is straight.
B. The solvent and polymer dynamics
We use stochastic rotation dynamics (SRD) to model the
solvent in which the polymer is immersed (sometimes referred
to as multi-particle collision dynamics) [23–25]. SRD models
full hydrodynamic interactions as well as thermal fluctuations.
It is also computationally effective and allows for switching
off hydrodynamic interactions when needed.
The SRD solvent consists of point-like particles that are
propagated in two alternating steps: the collision step and the
streaming step. In the streaming step the particles’ positions
are updated using the update rule
ri(t+ ∆t) = ri(t) + vi(t)∆t, (4)
where ri and vi are the position and velocity of the particle
i, respectively. ∆t is the SRD time step. For the collision
step, the particles are divided into a grid of cubic cells of edge
length 1. In each cell the velocities of the particles are updated
via the formula
vi(t+ ∆t) = vcm(t) + Ω [vi(t)− vcm(t)] , (5)
3where vcm are the center of mass of the cell and Ω is a rota-
tion matrix unique for the cell. The rotation matrix Ω has a
rotation angle 3pi/4 and its rotation axis is randomly chosen
for each cell each time step. The rotation angle defines the
viscosity of the solvent. The collision step conserves energy
and momentum in each cell. To preserve Galilean invariance
the collision grid is shifted randomly at each step [26]. Be-
tween collision steps the random parts of the velocities of the
solvent particles are scaled such that the solvent stays at the
constant temperature of kT = 1.0 [27].
The polymer is integrated in time using the velocity Verlet
algorithm with time step δt = 0.0002 [27, 28]. Such a small
time step was chosen to avoid cumulation of numerical errors
due to the high monomer densities inside the capsid. For SRD
we use the time step of ∆t = 0.5. The polymer is coupled
to the SRD solvent via the collision step where the polymer
particles and solvent particles are treated similarly. Velocity
Verlet and SRD algorithms take turns such that after ∆t/δt =
2500 velocity Verlet steps a single SRD step is taken. The
solvent particles have mass ms = 4 and the polymer particles
have mass mb = 16.
One of the benefits of SRD is that we can switch hydro-
dynamics off in order to better understand its effects. This
is achieved by randomly interchanging the velocities of each
particle every step so that the hydrodynamic correlations van-
ish.
In addition to SRD, we use Langevin dynamics (LD) to
model solvent in force measurements and polymer packag-
ing due to its superior computational efficiency. In [15] we
showed that LD and SRD without hydrodynamics yield simi-
lar results. LD follows the Langevin equation
mb
dvi
dt
(t) = −ξmbvi(t) + ηi(t) + fi(t), (6)
where ξ is the friction constant ηi(t) is a random force ex-
erted on the bead i and fi(t) includes all the external forces
exerted on the bead i. We integrate the Langevin equation in
time using Ermak’s implementation [29]. The LD parameters
were matched to those of SRD according to [15]. The time
step in LD simulations was chosen to be δt = 0.001. In LD
hydrodynamics is not included, but the solvent constitutes a
Brownian heat bath.
C. The simulation geometry
The simulation geometry is depicted in Fig. 1. The polymer
ejects from the inside (i.e., the cis side) to the outside (i.e., the
trans side) of the spherical capsid shell through a narrow pore.
In the initial state before ejection there areN0 beads inside the
capsid and a tail of 4 beads in the pore and outside the capsid.
Therefore, the total length of the polymer isN0+4. The thick-
ness of the capsid shell is 3. The radius R0 of the inner shell
of the capsid depends on the chosen initial monomer density
ρ0 and N0 via
ρ0 =
N0
4
3pi(R0 + ζ)
3
, (7)
where ζ = 0.3 is added to the capsid radius to account for
the portion of the beads’ volume residing outside the capsid
inner wall. After this correction the measured pore forces col-
lapse when plotted as a function of density for fully flexible
polymers [15] (there defined as effective density). In other
words, for fully flexible polymers of different lengths the force
measured at the pore is approximately the same when the
monomer density inside the capsid ρ = 3N/(4pi(R0 + ζ)3)
is the same. N is the number of monomers inside the cap-
sid. Notice that in some publications volume fraction φ0 =
4/3piρ0 is used instead. Also the beads have often a hard
sphere potential instead of the soft sphere potential used here.
The hard sphere potential is not possible in simulations per-
forming real dynamics at least for densities as high as used
here. Accordingly, the values for densities in studies by dif-
ferent authors are not directly comparable. Unless other-
wise noted, in the present study the initial monomer density
ρ0 = 0.75
To model the pore, we use a torus shaped opening in the
capsid shell as depicted in Fig. 2 (b). We also compare
this pore model to the more conservative cylinder pore, cf.
Fig. 2 (a). It is evident that the form of the pore has an effect
on ejection dynamics. This is especially true for polymers ex-
hibiting high bending resistance, since they must straighten
considerably in the pore region to eject. This effect has been
previously seen in Ref. [16] where the approach angle to the
pore during ejection was observed to determine the momen-
tary ejection rate. We use the smoother toroidal pore to atten-
uate these effects so as to make more general inferences of the
escape process.
The whole capsid geometry is created using constructive
solid geometry technique [30], which we have implemented
for use in our simulations. In the simulations using a cylinder
pore, the inner sphere and the pore (cylinder) are subtracted
from the outer sphere [Capsid = Sphereout \ Spherein \
Cylinderpore]. In the torus pore model the geometry is a bit
more complicated. The inner part of the torus is obtained by
an intersection with a cone, after which a union is taken of
this intersection and the sphere shell cut by a similar cone
[Capsid = (Sphereout\Spherein\Cone)∪(Torus∩Cone)].
The method tracks intersections with the particles’ trajectories
and capsid walls. The interaction between the capsid and the
polymer is implemented using slip boundary conditions. For
the solvent we use no-slip boundary conditions, which make
the solvent velocity at the boundary disappear [31]. The pore
radius is 0.4 for the polymer and 0.8 for the solvent. The
larger pore for the solvent allows for smoother fluid flow in
the pore region.
D. Creating initial polymer conformations
Experiments indicate that DNA is heavily organized inside
capsids [32]. This raises the question of how the polymers
should be packaged for ejection simulations. For semiflexible
polymer chains the method of packaging has been observed
to have a tremendous impact on the resulting conformations
[33–35]. Also in Ref. [16] it was observed that the magnitude
4FIG. 2. Two dimensional projection of the capsid geometry with
different pores. Initial configuration of polymer of lengthN0 = 25 in
capsids of initial monomer density ρ0 = 0.75 with (a) cylinder pore
(b) torus pore. (Monomer radius depicts distance from the viewer).
of the packaging force affects the ejection rate of the poly-
mers. Knots induced by packaging are also known to slow
down the ejection [18, 36].
As in the present study the focus is on ejection dynamics
for polymers of different lengths, we paid special attention in
creating initial conformations in a consistent way such that
the ejections with different parameters can be compared. We
package the polymer inside the capsid one bead at a time and
let the polymer relax in between the packaging steps. A re-
semblant packaging scheme is used in Ref. [37] where it is
justified by the way ATP driven packaging might occur in vi-
ral capsids.
Before starting the packaging, we place the last bead to
eject in the middle of the pore and generate the rest of the
polymer on the trans side as a self-avoiding random walk. Af-
ter this, we drag beads one at a time from outside into the pore
with a harmonic force fi,drag = 100 · (rmidpore− ri). When a
bead arrives to the middle of the pore, we pause the packaging
for a time teq by fixing the dragged bead in place with differ-
ent harmonic force fi,fix = 1000 · (rmidpore− ri). This allows
the polymer segment inside the capsid to relax. After the time
teq has passed, the bead is guided into the capsid with a force
of magnitude 100 and next bead is dragged into the pore. With
a long enough time teq between injecting new beads, we are
able to generate initial configurations that are close to equilib-
rium. During packaging the polymer dynamics is propagated
in time using LD instead of SRD. This is done due SRD simu-
lations being computationally intensive for large intermediate
equilibration times teq. Using LD is justified here, since hy-
drodynamics has no effect on this slow packaging dynamics.
As we will show in Section III A, the ejection times depend
on the equilibration time teq used during the packing process.
Therefore to create packed configurations for ejection simula-
tions, we choose a teq large enough so that the ejection times
seem to have converged. This way we ensure that polymers of
different lengths are packaged in a consistent way.
TABLE I. Average bond length b and persistence length λp for differ-
ent values of bending potential parameter κ. Measured for polymer
of length N0 = 25 in free solvent.
κ b λp
0 0.980 0.889
5 0.988 4.35
10 1.00 9.41
15 1.01 15.3
20 1.03 21.9
E. Pore force
For fully flexible polymers waiting times tw(s) (i.e., the
time it takes for bead s to eject the capsid the last time af-
ter bead s − 1 has ejected the capsid the last time) reflect
the force f(s) measured at the pore [14, 15]. To see if this
is the case also for semiflexible polymers we measure f(s).
The measurement is performed in the same way as polymer
packaging, only in the opposite direction. We start the mea-
surements from the same initial conformations as the ejection
simulations. Instead of fully releasing the polymer, we first
hold the bead s = 1 at the pore center by a harmonic force
for a time teq = 2000. After this we measure the force aver-
age for tmt = 2000 time units while still holding the polymer
in place. Next, the bead s = 2 is pulled to the pore using
a harmonic force and a similar equilibration and averaging is
performed as for the first bead. We repeat this process for all
beads and finally obtain the measured force for each s.
The measured f(s) is the absolute value of the force hav-
ing the sign of the z-component of the force. (z- axis points
outward and passes through the middle of the pore.)
f(s) =
1
J
J∑
j=1
sign (fj,z(s))|fj(s)|, (8)
where j is the index of an individual simulation, and fj(s) is
the time-average of the force over the measurement time tmt
in simulation j. J is the number of simulations. The sign
function is used to cope with occasionally inward-pointing
force at large s, where force due to pressure inside the capsid
has decayed to a low magnitude. The absolute value describes
the ejection force better than just the z-component, because
polymers of higher bending rigidity usually eject in a direc-
tion, which is at an angle to the pore axis z.
F. About persistence length and unit mapping
Previously, we have studied the ejection of fully flexible
polymers [13–15]. The main interest has been in understand-
ing general aspects of the process by minimizing the details
involved. While fully flexible polymers are suited for describ-
ing single stranded DNA and RNA, a vast number of biologi-
cally relevant capsid ejections involve double stranded DNA.
In such systems, bending rigidity cannot be omitted. Here we
compare the polymer model used here to the real DNA using
a simple unit mapping.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Ejection times when different equilibration
times are used τ(teq) normalized by τ(teq = 4000) ≡ τ4000. LD
and the cylinder pore model. The initial densities are ρ0 = 0.743 and
0.826 for N0 = 100 and 400, respectively, and κ = 20. Error bars
depict the standard deviations of the mean. (b) Radius of gyration
Rg on the trans side during ejection for polymers of different length
N0. From top down κ = 20, 10, 5, 2.5, and 0.
For polymers in our model, the Lennard-Jones potential im-
plies the width of ∼ 1 simulation units. Hence, a single sim-
ulation length unit can be taken to correspond to the width
of dsDNA, which is about 2 nm. The persistence length λp
can be adjusted via the bending parameter κ. By simulating
a polymer in free solvent and measuring the angle θ between
adjacent bonds and bond length b, we can compute the persis-
tence length using the relation [38]
λp =
b
− ln〈cos θ〉 . (9)
The values of λp (in simulation units) for a few different val-
ues of κ are presented in Table I. The persistence length of
real dsDNA is about 50 nm, and therefore we can conclude
that κ = 20 best describes the properties of the dsDNA in our
simulations. However, to obtain the best possible understand-
ing of the effects of bending rigidity, we perform simulations
with multiple values of κ.
III. RESULTS
Here, we present the results obtained from our SRD and LD
simulations. All the presented quantities are arithmetic means
over at least 45 independent simulations. In some cases more
simulations were run in order to obtain better statistics.
A. Packaging rate
As discussed in Section II D, it is expected that when the
polymer has bending rigidity, packaging affects the obtained
initial polymer conformations and ejection times [16]. In or-
der to define a consistent packaging method, we measured the
ejection time τ as a function of the time teq used to equilibrate
the polymer for each s during the packaging, see Section II D.
This is shown in Fig. 3 (a) for polymers of lengths N0 = 100
and 200 and for κ = 20, simulated using LD and the cylinder
pore.
We found that the longer the polymer is allowed to equili-
brate during packaging, the slower becomes the ejection. This
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Torus pore. Hydrodynamics enabled. Ejec-
tion time τ vs polymer length N0 for different κ and for N0 = 25,
50, 100, and 200. Lines show the relation τ ∼ Nβ0 fitted to the
data. Logarithmic scale. The standard deviations of the mean are of
the same order as the size of the points. (Values of β are shown in
Table II.) (b) Ejection time τ as a function of κ for the cylinder and
torus pores with and without hydrodynamics for N0 = 200.
is in agreement with the observation that polymers that were
packaged using a higher force eject faster [16]. The faster
ejection of more rapidly packaged polymers occurs due to the
polymer not having sufficient time to relax to an equilibrium
conformation. After the polymer is packaged its conforma-
tional changes are extremely slow due to high energy barriers
and therefore it remains in its local energy minimum. The lo-
cal energy minima are deeper for a conformation that is closer
to equilibrium, which slows down ejection.
Evidently, during packaging longer teq is required for
longer polymers, as seen in Fig. 3 (a). Using teq = 2000
is seen to result in sufficiently equilibrated conformations at
least for N0 ≤ 200. In addition, the effect of teq on ejection
times was seen to diminish for κ = 0 (not shown). Conse-
quently, teq = 2000 is a judicious choice for our simulations.
B. Friction on the trans side
To guide the analysis of the ejection dynamics we first
evaluate the contribution from the trans side friction, which
has been shown to slow down ejection of semiflexible poly-
mers [12]. Fig. 3 (b) shows the measured radius of gyration
Rg of the ejected polymer segment. On each point on the s-
axis there is an identical number of beads on the trans side.
As expected, Rg increases with κ. It is seen that Rg grows
fairly similarly with s for different N0, particularly for rigid
polymers. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that for all s
the trans-side friction is very similar for semiflexible poly-
mers of different length. On the other hand, for polymers of
low rigidity the trans-side friction is small, as was shown for
κ = 0 [15]. Accordingly, the trans side friction does not cause
differences between polymers of different length and the ob-
tained characteristics are explainable by friction and confor-
mational changes on the cis side.
C. Characterization of dynamics via ejection time
We mainly use our implementation of the low-friction torus
pore in order to more sensitively capture the dynamical char-
6TABLE II. The fitted exponents in the relation τ ∼ Nβ0 for differ-
ent values of bending parameter κ with and without hydrodynamics
(HD). The torus and the cylinder pore.
torus cylinder
κ noHD HD noHD HD
0 1.43 1.39 1.46 1.35
2.5 1.48 1.38 1.41 1.37
5 1.53 1.48 1.43 1.39
10 1.57 1.49 1.45 1.40
20 1.48 1.53 1.35 1.39
acteristics of ejection. To validate the pore model and further
our understanding of the ejection dynamics we make some
comparison to the higher-friction cylinder pore used in our
previous work.
Figure 4 (a) shows the ejection time τ as a function of poly-
mer length N0 for various values of κ for the torus pore with
included hydrodynamics. τ is seen to increase monotonically
with κ for all N0. Hence, for polymers of increased rigidity
the effects of increased friction and less malleable conforma-
tions dominate over the increased force due to confinement
driving the polymer out of the capsid.
For all κ, ejection times follow closely the scaling relation
τ ∼ Nβ0 . Scaling of τ with N0 for the cylinder pore is equally
good (not shown). τ as a function of rigidity κ are shown in
Fig. 4 (b). The obtained β are given in Table II. Due to volume
correction, Eq. (7), β for κ = 0 are slightly greater than those
reported in [15]. The two pores give consistent results. For
the cylinder pore the β exponents are smaller due to the larger
pore friction, increasing of which takes β closer to 1. β is
seen to increase with κ for κ ≤ 10. This trend breaks down
for κ = 20 indicating a change in the dynamics.
Hydrodynamics is seen to speed up equally the ejection of
polymers for all κ. Both the hydrodynamic interactions and
larger κ increase the polymer’s correlation length but have op-
posite effect on ejection rate. The correlation length increases
by hydrodynamics due to momentum mediated by the solvent,
which assists polymer motion. In contrast, the increased cor-
relation length due to bending rigidity does not involve mo-
mentum transfer but only increases friction exerted on the
moving polymer segment. In the presence of hydrodynam-
ics, where correlation length is already increased, increasing
κ does not increase correlation length further as in the absence
of hydrodynamics. Consequently, the ejection time does not
increase with κ as much when hydrodynamics is included, as
seen in Fig. 4 (b). Hydrodynamics is also seen to reduce β, the
only exception being the case κ = 20, which was found to dif-
ferentiate from ejections for smaller κ also in how β changes
with κ. The reason for this difference can be understood by
studying the cumulative waiting times, see Section III E.
D. Pore force
Figure 5 (a) shows the equilibrium force f measured at
the pore for fully flexible (κ = 0) polymers as a function
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Equilibrium force f measured at the pore
as a function of normalized number of ejected monomers s/N0 for
(a) κ = 0 and (b) κ = 20. the lines show f = 12.4883 ·
(1/N0)
0.4 exp (−1.3s/N0).
of the number of ejected monomers normalized by the poly-
mer length s/N0. f for differentN0 essentially collapse when
plotted this way. This means that the pore force is essentially a
function of density inside the capsid. In addition, f is closely
reminiscent of the inverse of the resulting waiting time profile
1/tw where tw(s) is the elapsed time between the last ejec-
tions of monomers s and s+1 [14, 15]. Consequently, the cu-
mulative waiting time t(s) =
∫ s
0
tw(s
′)ds′ in Fig. 7 is closely
related to f(s) for κ = 0.
As κ increases f is no longer constant for constant s/N0.
With κ = 20, f for different N0 has roughly the dependence
f ∝ (1/N0)0.4 exp(−1.3s/N0), see Fig. 5 (b). Due to starting
all ejections from a constant monomer density, N0 is propor-
tional to V , where V is the capsid volume, see Eq. (7). Hence,
f ∝ (1/V )0.4. For the constant κ = 20 the persistence length
is constant for all N0. The force exerted on the capsid wall
increases with λp/R0. Writing f ∝ (λp/R0)γ and using
f ∝ 1/V 0.4 gives γ ≈ 1.2. A value γ & 1 is plausible.
For one semiflexible beam crossing through the midpoint of
the capsid and touching opposite walls one would expect γ of
the order of 1. In the actual polymer conformation with inter-
twined semiflexible lobes pressing against each other and the
walls the increase of f with λp is expected to be superlinear.
The dependence f ∝ (1/N0)0.4 implies the breakdown of the
above-described direct relation of f and 1/tw for more rigid
polymers. In other words, as κ increases ejection dynamics
is less directly related to the force measured at the pore, as
already evidenced by the rigid polymers ejecting slower than
more flexible polymers in spite of the spring force increasing
with rigidity, see Fig. 4.
E. Cumulative waiting times: cross-over to scaling
We define the cumulative waiting time t(s) as the time it
takes for the bead of index s to eject the capsid for the last
time. In spite of the apparent scaling of τ with N0, t does not
scale with s for fully flexible polymers, as we have shown pre-
viously [14, 15]. For verification of the pore models, Fig. 6 (a)
shows t(s) obtained using the two different pores for different
κ is shown for polymers of length N0 = 200. The forms of
t(s) using the two pores are seen to be quite similar.
It is seen in Fig. 6 (b) that similarly to the fully flexible
polymers, t does not scale with s for moderate and medium
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FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) Cumulative waiting times t(s) for the
torus (tor.) and cylinder (cyl.) pore models using κ = 0, 5, and 10.
N0 = 200, ρ0 = 0.75. (b) Torus pore. Cumulative waiting times for
polymers of length N0 = 200 and for different κ. The black solid
line shows the scaling t ∼ s1.33.
κ. However, for sufficiently rigid polymers scaling emerges.
For κ = 20 perfect scaling t ∼ s1.33 is obtained for all N0.
Only at the end of the ejection there is the final diffusion of
the polymers out of the capsid, during which t(s) differs from
the previous scaling relation. It is also evident from Fig. 6 (a)
that t(s) increase with κ.
Fig. 7 shows cumulative waiting times for each studied
polymer length such that κ grows from figure (a) to (e) from
κ = 0 to κ = 20. When κ = 20 for the main part of the
ejection where the monomer density inside the capsid is suffi-
ciently high that the polymer is being pushed out of the capsid,
the cumulative waiting times scale like t ∼ s1.33, whether hy-
drodynamics is included or not. Regarding the apparent scal-
ing of the total ejection time τ ∼ Nβ0 , the increase of β with
κ for κ ≤ 10 no longer holds for κ = 20, since transition to a
different dynamical regime has taken place, see Table II.
Inclusion of hydrodynamics was seen to reduce β for all
but the polymers of largest rigidity κ = 20, see Table II.
This effect comes from the final diffusive part of the ejec-
tion. For κ = 20 the diffusion at the final stage takes clearly
longer for short polymers in the absence of hydrodynamics,
see Fig. 7 (f). The friction, which increases with κ, slows
down the final diffusion of the polymer from the capsid. Hy-
drodynamic interactions reduce the friction of the diffusing
rigid polymer tail. As seen in Fig. 7 (f), for κ = 20 the contri-
bution of the final diffusion on the total ejection time is largest
for the shortest polymers, which reduces β. Since the friction
of the diffusing tail is larger in the absence of hydrodynamics,
β is larger when hydrodynamics is included.
For κ ≤ 10 the inclusion of hydrodynamics, which reduces
friction outside the pore, leads to enhanced relative friction
due to the pore. Hence, the smaller β when including hy-
drodynamics and when using the cylinder pore comes from
the same origin. This is similar as in translocation where in-
creasing the pore friction trivially takes the scaling toward lin-
ear [39].
As κ increases, there is a transition from exponential in-
crease of t with s [14, 15] to a regime where perfect scaling of
t ∼ s1.33 emerges for the main part of the ejection. This tran-
sition has the characteristics of a dynamical phase transition,
where κ acts as a control parameter. The scaling exponent
equals 1+ν, where ν = 1/3 would be expected for a polymer
driven through a pore from a spherical conformation in a way
that relaxation does not appreciably change the conformation
and the conformation is homogenous.
Since simulated ejections for different N0 start from a con-
stant monomer density, Eq. (7), the capsid radius scales as
R0 ∼ N1/30 . A semi-rigid polymer densely packaged inside
a capsid is in a conformation where intertwined lobes fill the
spherical volume. The angles and directions of these lobes
vary randomly. Although for large κ ejection is slowed down,
the conformations do not appreciably change due to relaxation
for κ = 20, since the persistence length is clearly greater than
the capsid diameter. (From Table I, λp ≈ 21.9 for κ = 20 and
N0 = 200. The diameter of the capsid used for this polymer
is roughly 8.) Hence, the measured t(s), which is an aver-
age over ejections, reflects the initial random conformations.
The spherical scaling of the ejection of the randomly oriented
rigid segments would seem to result from the spherical con-
finement.
F. Scaling functions
For κ = 20, the force f multiplied by N0.40 plotted as a
function of s/N0 approximately collapses in a large range,
see Fig 5 (b). Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that such
a data collapse exists also for the cumulative waiting time t.
This, indeed, is the case. Fig. 8 shows the cumulative waiting
times t(s) for different N0 scaled by 1/N0.550 . The parts of
t(s)/N0.550 scaling as ∼ s1.33 are seen to fall on top of each
other. The scaling of force f ∼ 1/N0.40 for each s/N0 natu-
rally shows as scaling in the cumulative waiting time magni-
tudes. The cumulative waiting time for sufficiently rigid poly-
mers in the regime where the polymer is driven by the pressure
inside the capsid can thus be written as
t(s) ∝ N0.550 s1.33 (10)
both in the absence and presence of hydrodynamics. The pref-
actor N0.550 indicates that it may be possible to select cap-
sid volumes for different N0 such that the scaling parts of
t(s) have the same magnitude. The initial condition, which
for fully flexible polymers was judiciously chosen as starting
from constant monomer density, needs to be modified to take
into account of the relation of the persistence length to the
capsid radius and the polymer length, among other things.
Finally, we note that for each κ a single scaling function can
be found to describe the measured cumulative waiting times
of polymers of different N0. Fig. 9 shows the data collapse
for the minimum and maximum rigidities used in our studies.
The cumulative waiting times can be expressed by the corre-
sponding scaling functions as t(s,N0) = N1.20 Γ(s/N0) for
κ = 0 and t(s,N0) = N20 Ψ(s/N
1.1
0 ) for κ = 20. It should
be borne in mind that precise exponent values can be obtained
only when finite-size effects, such as the density correction,
are taken properly into account. A scaling function that would
describe t in a small range of κ around κ = κc, where κc is the
value at which the transition to t ∼ s1.33 occurs, could serve
as a starting point for a renormalization group approach for a
universal description of the dynamical transition as a function
of polymer rigidity.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Cumulative waiting times t vs s in logarithmic scale. Torus pore. (a) - (e) Hydrodynamics included, κ =
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IV. CONCLUSION
We have studied the ejection of semi-flexible polymers
from a spherical capsid and under initial strong confinement.
The ejection simulations were performed by stochastic rota-
tion dynamics, which is molecular dynamics based method
where inclusion of hydrodynamic modes is possible. The
capsid was implemented via simple boundary conditions and
the effect of geometrical pore friction was minimized using a
torus pore with perfectly round edges. This pore implementa-
tion was validated by comparison to the previously used cylin-
der pore. The initial conformations were generated by capsid
injection using Langevin dynamics.
We found that the rate at which polymers are packaged in-
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side the capsid affects the ejection time. The conformations
that were allowed less time for equilibration during packag-
ing ejected faster. This characteristics is likely related to the
deeper local energy minimima of the conformations that were
allowed to relax for a longer time. The time allowed for equi-
libration was chosen such that increasing this time further did
not change the ejection time appreciably. By measurements
of the radius of gyration for the polymer segment outside the
capsid during ejection we found that all contribution to the
change in the dynamics with the polymer length N0 comes
from inside the capsid.
Unlike in the case of fully flexible polymers, we found that
for semiflexible polymers with κ = 20 the force f measured
at the pore has no clear relation to the measured monomer
ejection times. f showed clear dependence on the polymer
length such that the force magnitudes as a function of s/N0
scaled like f ∼ N−0.440 .
There are basically two regimes in ejection dynamics. For
the main part monomer density in the capsid is sufficiently
high that the polymer is being driven out through the pore. In
the second regime at the end of ejection the remaining seg-
ment diffuses out of the capsid. For low κ the regimes are
overlapping. This overlap diminishes as κ is increased and
scaling of the cumulative waiting time t with s emerges. For
κ = 20 the regimes are clearly separate and perfect scaling of
t(s) ∼ s1.33 is obtained for the driven regime both in the ab-
sence and presence of hydrodynamic interactions. The scaling
exponent is precisely 1 + ν, where ν = 1/3 is the scaling for
the radius R of spherically confined polymer conformations
R ∼ Nν0 . We gave some arguments for obtaining t(s) ∼ s1+ν
when averaged over many individual ejections of sufficiently
rigid polymers.
Hydrodynamics was found to speed up the ejection at all
stages. The speed-up was strongest in the diffusion regime
at the end of the process, where hydrodynamic interactions
lower the friction caused by the rigid tail inside the capsid.
We found a perfect collapse for the scaled cumulative waiting
times in the driven regime t(s)/N0.550 . Consequently, the cu-
mulative waiting time for the driven part can be expressed as
t(s) ∝ N0.550 s1.33.
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A very good data collapse for the cumulative waiting times
for different N0 was found in the whole rigidity range inves-
tigated here. The measured cumulative waiting times can be
expressed compactly with the scaling functions as: t(s,N0) =
N1.20 Γ(s/N0) for κ = 0 and t(s,N0) = N
2
0 Ψ(s/N
1.1
0 ) for
κ = 20. For the semi-rigid polymers the scaling function ap-
plies for the driven regime. Similar scaling functions can be
found for all intermittent values of κ. These scaling functions
suggest that there may exist a valid scaling hypotheses for the
free energy of the confined polymers that would lead to cor-
rect ejection dynamics.
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